MVG – Project Manifesto
According to the latest publication of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, there
is no human right to financial transparency, and as a result has lead to an epidemic of
financial deception and irresponsibility in many aspects of digital economics in the past,
present and foreseeable future…until now.
Due to the (intended or unintended) lack of recognition of this vital issue, deception is
becoming a rapidly evolving industry in the digital age. Deceptive or falsely advertised
financial services & investments are not only unregulated and extremely loosely controlled
in both thriving and contracting economies, but are incentivised to continue growing at an
alarming and uncontrollable rate, at the expense of investors around the globe.
The ultimate result of an unregulated industries growth, is unethical administrators of
extremely high risk investment funds continually creating unregulated funds at no legal cost
to acquire quick wealth at the direct cost of uninformed investors. Since there is absolutely
no global effort that aims to regulate these kind of extremely high risk investments, many
new investors from countries where financial investments & services are loosely or not at all
regulated are deceived or mislead into mistaking these high-risk financial investments as
legitimate or stable investment opportunities.
MVG proposes a solution to convert this highly unregulated, unethical and blatantly unfair
market, into an economically prosperous tool for investors and legitimate enterprises alike,
to end the total deception of investors and to prevent it from possibly out-breaking to the
state we find ourselves in today, ever again.
An attempt at this goal was briefly initiated during 2017-2018, with the extremely rapid
growth of concepts and projects using Crowdfunding & Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) for
cryptocurrency projects, offering an easier to access & innovative form of investment,
though one key element was overlooked. Investors in ICOs have absolutely no control over
the movement of raised funds, opening the door to widespread deception and financial
detriment to investors. Due to this, a would-have-been outstanding advancement of
crowdfunding technology was quickly abused by illegitimate project administrators,
preventing potentially revolutionary technology from taking off.
This has left many new legitimate projects looking to use the ICO technology infrastructure
at a road block, left to deal with heavy and harsh imposed regulations, while illegitimate
projects inconsiderate of regulation, continue to deceive and mislead to acquire quick
wealth at the cost of insufficiently educated or ill-informed investors, slowly taking the same
declining direction as the aforementioned financial investment sector.

MVG not only proposes fix the quite clearly broken financial
investment sector, but additionally greatly improve the new &
innovating concepts of crowd-funding and initial coin offerings by
creating consensus-based, decentralized and transparent technology
operated by enterprises, though controlled by investors.
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This presumably ambitious goal has been formulated and calculated for over 2 years and
recently deemed achievable by the team of MVG, by creating three vital components to
ultimately forever supersede the ICOs Financial Investment & Crowdfunding sectors by
fusing each concept into a completely transparent, economically prosperous & eventually
open-source investment framework
This framework, to be known as Token Distribution Investment Platform (TDIP) Technology,
is capable of fusing scalable financial investments, tokenised coin offerings & crowdfunding
opportunities from the very first development. Eventually to be available in a free and opensource bundle for enterprises, the continued development of TDIP technology will serve as
an innovative and sustainable development model for enterprises seeking to operate
anything from a start-up or crowdfunding concept to a long term financial venture, such as
an investment or mutual fund, in a completely (and forcefully) transparent manner.
Pairing TDIP technology with AMP (Automated Monitoring Platform) technology, the second
technological component of our development plan, will allow the real-time transparency
monitoring of all active enterprises using TDIP technology. This allows investors to monitor
every enterprise using the TDIP technology framework and easily determine the most
profitable, viable or interesting venture, in turn creating growing competitiveness between
platforms. By allowing anyone in the public to operate an AMP, bonuses can be offered to
participate in featured or outstanding projects in return for affiliate use, adding increased
incentive to use TDIP technology-based ventures over other superseded infrastructures and
offering further bonus to investors on top of the interest offered by the platform.
The final step toward our three-part development plan is the creation of MVG’s native
blockchain protocol, dubbed the “EBW” (Everybody Wins) protocol, an even further
advancement creating a completely decentralised investment facilitating blockchain
infrastructure. The “Everybody Wins” protocol is a self-governing consensus-based
blockchain protocol based on Smart Contract technology, to enable a completely selfmanaged, autonomous and secure crowdfunding and investment models for token
offerings. Using the EBW protocol, new enterprises are able to offer predetermined interest
to investors who fund their tokenized concept or idea while giving complete peace of mind
and fair rewarding/distribution to investors while development is underway. The EBW
protocol will be the first blockchain environment of its kind to allow enterprises to setup
crowdfunding or investment ventures instantly, while giving investors complete control over
the movement of their investment.
Moving forward with the first public release and continued development will require very
little funding in comparison to most crowdfunding ventures, setting a positive example for
enterprises who choose to use our technology in the future. The concept has already been
in formulation for over 24 months & the first version of TDIP technology itself has in
development for over 18 months. The level of experience and expertise of the MVG team in
each targeted industry as well as the time spent on building the project before public
release places MVG in the ranks of the top 50 crypto currencies in terms of work completed
and project progression. Ultimately, this greatly increases the speed of growth and reduces
the costs required to continue development, toward what will be one of the most
revolutionary technological developments in the blockchain field.

